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SecondOpinions.com
Radio Show
SecondOpinions.com is Hitting the
Airwaves with a Monthly Radio Show
On October 19, 2013 the Secondopinions.com
Radio Show debuted on WSBR 740 AM radio
station and simultaneously on WWNN 1470 AM
in Boca Raton. The show will also be audiostreamed on the Internet while it is airing and
can be heard by going to www.wwnnradio.com
and clicking on “LISTEN LIVE.”
In the coming months, the Second Opinions
Radio Show will air for 30 minutes once a month
on Saturdays. The airing times will vary from
month –to- month and the schedule will be
available on SecondOpinions.com website. Each
show will tackle different critically important
health-related topics and discuss how second
opinions decreases medical errors, save lives,
prevents unnecessary procedures and surgeries
and decreases healthcare costs. “Due to the
anywhere,
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getespecially
everything radiology,
we
complexitywe
of were
medicine
it is essential for every patient on the planet to
have a second opinion option available to them
at their fingertips and at an affordable price,”
says Mike Yuz, MD, CEO and Founder of
SecondOpinions.com. Yuz urges people to
educate themselves on the importance of
obtaining a second opinion. “It could be a matter
of life or death.”

South Florida’s Leading
Physicians’ Discuss Health Issues
Affecting
Boomers and Seniors at C.U.R.E.

CEO and Founder of
SecondOpinions.com to Speak at 3rd
Annual Symposium
Mike Yuz, MD, MBA, Founder of
SecondOpinions.com will be joining South
Florida’s leading doctors and researchers at
the 3rd annual C.U.R.E. ™ (Cutting-Edge
Understanding Research and Education)
Symposium to be held Saturday, November 16,
2013 at the Boca Raton Marriott at Boca
Center. The group of leading physicians will be
speaking about important health topics
affecting the general public, but focusing on
boomers and seniors. For the first time, this
year’s event will be broadcast on BECON
Television (CH. 19 & 63) from Vero Beach to
Homestead.
The Symposium is free to the public and gives
folks a rare opportunity to listen to local
doctors and scientists discuss the latest
medical breakthroughs in a variety of fields
including neurology, pain management, men's
and women's health, plastic surgery, medical
technology, and other fields. Dr. Yuz, a
radiologist & entrepreneur will be speaking
about “Second Opinions; The Wave of the
Future.”
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Why do you need a second opinion?
SecondOpinions.com

Featured Physician of the Month
Our featured physician
of the month is

Donald Frank, MD a
Board- Certified
Neurosurgeon from
New York.
Dr. Frank was on staff
at NYU Medical Center
in New York where he
taught neurosurgery to Residents and
Fellows.
In addition to the many life altering,
surgeries he has performed, Dr. Frank is
also an innovator in the field of
neurosurgery and has been credited for
developing several neurological
procedures that are changing the way
neurosurgery is being performed today.
Dr. Frank consults with our patients in New
York who need a neurological second
opinion consultation and believes that
second opinions are essential. Most
recently, Dr. Frank consulted with 2 of our

patients who needed a second opinion
after having MRI’s that were
misdiagnosed. Both patients were told
they needed spine surgery and
apparently did not. This is why getting a
second opinion is so important. Second
opinions decrease medical errors, save
lives, and keep healthcare costs down by
preventing unnecessary surgeries and
procedures. It also provides you with the
peace of mind you need and deserve.

Click the link to learn more about our
consultation services
http://preview.tinyurl.com/nuhjrfy
RIGHT CLICK AND LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK AND WIN A FREE READ ON
ANY RADIOLOGICAL SCAN & REPORT
RIGHT CLICK ON FB ICON BELOW TO
OPEN OUR FACBEOOK PAGE

YOUR NAME WILL BE ENTERED INTO A
DRAWING SCHEDULED FOR
DECEMBER 1, 2013

10 NAMES WILL BE SELECTED

